HANKEL MATRICES(')
BY

HAROLD WlDOM(2)

1. Introduction. A Hankel matrix is a matrix, finite or infinite, whose j, k entry
is a function of j + k. We shall present here certain theorems whose common
property is that they deal with spectral properties of Hankel matrices.
Nehari [3] has shown that an infinite Hankel matrix

H = (cJ+k),

j,k = 0,1,-

represents a bounded operator on the Hubert space l2 if and only if there is a
bounded function (j) such that

(1)

cj - 1 j'

4>(6)e-iJ9dO,

j = 0,1,-,

and that

||HI = infill«
where the infimum is taken over all (j) satisfying (1). In §2 we shall determine
analogously the smallest closed symmetric convex set containing the numerical
range of H. This will be shown to be the intersection, taken over all </>satisfying
(1), of certain convex sets explicitly described in terms of (j). Unfortunately
the determination of the numerical range itself, rather than its symmetrization,
seems much more difficult.
§3 is mainly devoted to the study of the rate of approach to zero of the eigenvalues of positive completely continuous Hankel matrices. Formulas, valid asymptotically for small s, are found for the number of eigenvalues greater than 8.
Rather than involving the c¡ directly, or the functions 4>, the formulas involve
the measure on (—1,1) whose moments are the c¡. With practically no more
work we are able to obtain similar formulas for integral operators on (0, oo)
whose kernels depend on the sum of the arguments.
In §4 we consider finite Hankel matrices. It is assumed that the Cj are ultimately
positive and well behaved and various theorems are proved concerning the limiting behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrices

HN = (cj+k),

j,k = 0,l,-,N-l

as N -* oo .
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2. The numerical range. The numerical range of the bounded

Hankel matrix

H is the set
W(H) = {(Ha, a): \\a \\ = 1}
¿ Cj+kakäj: £ |oy|2 = ll.
\j,k=0

I

(Here we use bold face letters to represent vectors in l2.) W(H), like the numerical
range of any operator, is a convex set [2]. Let W£H) denote the smallest symmetric convex set containing W(H). We use "co" to denote convex hull.

Lemma 2.1.
WS(H)= co [¿(Ha,5) + -2(Ha,a): \\a \\ = lj.
Proof. Given a vector a let us write a = a' + ia" where «' and a" have real
components. An easy computation shows that

(Ha,a)

= (Ha', a') + (Ha", a")

and
(Ha,a) + (Ha~,a) = (Ha',a')

- (Ha",a").

Denote by W0 the set which we allege WS(H) to be. The first identity above, to-

gether with the fact that fla' ¡2 + fla" \2 = || a ||2, shows that W(H) c W0. But
since W0 is convex and symmetric this implies WS(H)c W0. The second identity
shows that for every vector a with | a | = 1, the number

^(Ha,a)

+

^(Hâ,a)

is of the form \(z' — z") with z', z" e W(H), and so belongs to WS(H). This proves
W0 c WS(H).
The proof of the following lemma imitates the proof of a theorem of de Leeuw
and Rudin [1] which determines the extreme points of the unit sphere of H1.
(Actually, using the theorem of de Leeuw and Rudin, the Krein-Milman theorem,
and other heavy machinery, one could quickly prove a weakened version of the
lemma which would be sufficient for our purposes. It seems better though to
simply repeat the de Leeuw-Rudin argument in the present setting.) Recall that
Hp consists of those functions in Lp( —n,n) whose Fourier coefficients for negative
values of the index all vanish.

Lemma 2.2. Every function feH1 which has L1 norm at most 1 is the limit,
in the Ly norm, of convex combinations of squares of H2 functions each of L2
norm at most 1.

Proof. Since / is the limit in Lt of the (C, 1) means of its Fourier series we
may assume to begin with that/(0) is a trigonometric polynomial Za^e'7*. Let
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F(z) denote the corresponding polynomial
point £ inside the unit circle and let

G(z) =

£ üjZj. Suppose F has a zero at a

F(z).

Then for any complex number ß # 0,
G(ß''9)

*2 Gie1'9)

If /? = 1 then we have, since U(ei8-Q(l

ß1 - £«>
Aj

CWi

= 1.

\G(e«)\ = (l±^il_I_.)|G(z)|

= real part.) Thus if ß is chosen so that
!I

ei9-£

| G(ei9)| dO = 0

J 1 - te*
we shall have

ïi'rqi?*1)

W>

< 1.

^1,'

Moreover the analytic functions

2 G(zl
ß
have one fewer zero inside the unit circle than does F. If we continue this argument repeatedly we find that F(z) is a convex combination of functions G¡(z)
analytic on |z|^l,
nowhere zero on |z|<l,
and satisfying
Each Gt(z) has a square root (G¡(z))1/2 which is analytic in \z <1 and continuous on |z| ig 1, and (G^e'0))1'2 are the desired H2 functions
Given a convex set K containing 0, define
co(a,K) = sup{r^0:

raeK}

for complex numbers a of absolute value one. The closure of K is uniquely determined by the function co(a, K). In the next lemma, the crucial one, we denote
by $ the class of those bounded functions (¡>which satisfy (1).

Lemma 2.3. m(a, WS(H))= iinf;6,||

a 0(0) + z<t>(-0) \\„.

Proof. Given a vector a e l2 let / denote the H2 function whose Fourier coefficients are the components of à . We have then
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atä[(Ha,ä) + (HS,a)] = m[Y,cJ+kakaj + 'LcJ+käkaJ]
= 0t Z (<xcj+k+ äcj+k)äkäj

= ¡m^ j [am + ä4>(-e)V(0)2dO.
Since |/||f

= 2711a |2 we conclude, using Lemma 2.1, that

co(a,Ws(H))

= sup^óciy5(ri)

= isupí^ f laJW+ #(-ö)]/(0)2^0:/6i/2, j

2^1

and by Lemma 2.2 this is

¿sup \m j iam~+ ä<t>(-0)]f(9)d0:/eff,,

¡f\\l = lj ,

Since this holds for all <7jei> it is immediate that

<a(a,WS(H))
= 2inf*^* IIa <K0)+ «</>(0)||œ•
To prove the opposite inequality take any </>
e <J>and consider the linear functional on H !, considered as a real normed linear space, given by

f^\®\

i«W) + «<K
- 0)]/(0)<*0
•

The norm of this linear functional is at most co(a, WS(H)), and by the HahnBanach theorem we can find an extension of it to Lt which has no larger norm.
Thus there is a function i/>e L« such that
||*||„

^ co(ot,Ws(H)),

X^\{aW) + H(-0)V(0)dO = ajiK0)f(ff)d6,

/eHi.

This last identity shows that the Fourier coefficients of

7,(0)= 1A(0)--[a*(0) + â0(-0)]
for nonpositive values of the index all vanish. Thus <f>t= 4>+ txfj belongs to

<£>
and

1
jh^í^

+ ^í-^II«,

= 21|W + iA(-0)||ooú co(<x,Ws(H)).

This completes the proof of the lemma.
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Given a pair of complex numbers z,z' denote by £ZjZ. the ellipse, having foci
±(zz')1/2 and major axis length |z| + |z'|, together with its interior. Since
£z>z,

=

^(ßz

+ ßz'):\ß\

the set of real parts of quantities in ä£zz.

&l(£ßz + &ßzy.\ß\£l\

= \^,

is

= iat±ß(<xz+ äz'):\ß\il\.

Thus
0)(a,£zz.)

= supâêûEzz.

= i\az

+ äz'\.

In view of Lemma 2.3 this suggests that the closure of WS(H)is the intersection,
over all </>e<I>,of the smallest closed convex set containing all Eut),*-»)- This
would be true were it not for the fact that the functions (¡>may be discontinuous.
We must somehow use only those pairs </)(0),0( —0) which are important, and
this is the reason for the following considerations.
Given a complex valued function / the essential range of/, here denoted by
R(f), is defined as usual to be the set of complex numbers z with the property

that for each e > 0 the set

{0:|/(0)-z|<e}
has positive measure. Analogously given two functions f,g we define R(f,g)
to be the set of pairs of complex numbers (z,z') with the property that for each

e > 0 the set
{0:|/(0)-z|<e

and |g(0)-z'|<E}

has positive measure.
Lemma 2.4.

Iff

and g are bounded and F is a continuous function

of two

variables then R(F(f,g)) = F(R(f,g)).
Proof. The inclusion R(F(f, g)) =>F(R(f, g)) follows trivially from the definitions and the continuity of F. To prove the opposite inclusion, let Xe R(F(f, g)).
Let P and Q be closed squares, say both of side s, covering the ranges of/ and g
respectively. Divide P into four closed squares Px, P2, P3, P4 of side s/2 and Q
similarly into closed squares 61,02,63,64Then for the same pair

i,j (lgíá4,

l^j^4)

the set

{0:/(0) e P,, g(9)e Q}, and | F(f(9), g(0))- X\ < e}
will have positive measure for all e > 0. (One need only find a pair for which
this is true for infinitely many e's of a sequence tending to zero.) Write
P(1) for this P¡ and 6(1) for this Qj. If we apply this process repeatedly we get
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a decreasing sequence of closed squares P(k)and Q(k) with side s ¡2k such that

for each k the set

{0:/(0) e P(k\g(9) e Q<*\ and | F(f(G),g(6)) -X\<b)
has positive measure for all e > 0. Let z be the common point to all the
P(fc)and z' the point common to all the Q(k). Then since

{9:f(9)ePm,g(9)eQm}
has positive measure for each k we have (z,z')eR(f,g).
Moreover for each
e, X is within e of ("^(P^ô00)
= F(z,z'). Therefore X = F(z,z')eF(R(f,g)).

Theorem 2.1.

The closure of WS(H) is

n c°

♦ g«p

Proof.

u

e*x-

(2,z')e8(W),«-9))

Let us write

E-t>
=co

u

(i,!')eS(W),.M-«))

By Lemma 2.3 it suffices to prove

œ(ot,E^= ^\\<xW) + m-0)\\oO.
If we apply the preceding lemma with

/(0) = 0(0), g(9) = 0(-0),P(z,z')

= co(a,Ez<z.),

we obtain
R(ú)(a,£W)>í(_e)))

= (o(a.,E^).

Since, as we have already seen, a>(a,jEZjZ.)= i|az

+ az'|,

the desired identity

is established.
3. Positive Hankel matrices. Tn order for the infinite Hankel matrix H — (cJ+k)
to be positive, i.e. in order that every sum
N

Z cJ+kakäj
j,k = 0

be non-negative, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a nondecreasing
function ¡i on ( —oo, oo) such that
/» 00

cj =

xJdp(x),

j = 0,1,2,-.

J-00

(See, for example, Theorem 1.2 of [5].) Since in order for H to represent a bounded
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operator on l2 it is necessary that the Cj be bounded, it is necessary also that
p(x) be constant for x < —1 and for x > 1. Therefore throughout this section
we shall assume

Cj =
where /i is a nondecreasing

xJ dn(x),

j = 0,1,2,

function on [ —1,1].

Theorem 3.1. The following are equivalent:
(a) H represents a bounded operator on l2,
(b) cj = 0(f1) as j^co,
(c) ¿i(l) —p(x) = 0(l —x) as x-> 1 and p(x) —p( —1) = 0(1 + x) as x-> —1.
Proof. First we prove the equivalence of (b) and (c). If we write p = pt + ¡x2
where pt is constant for x < 0 and p2 constant for x > 0, we see that we may
assume to begin with that p. is constant for x < 0. Thus

Jo

^o)^(i-mp(\)-mi-à)).

If we set j = [<5 '] we can conclude that (b) implies (c). Conversely if (c) holds
then integration by parts gives

cj = J Í *J'-1[M1)- M*)]dx ú Aj Í xJ-\l -x)dx = A/(j + 1)
Jo

Jo

for some constant A, so (b) holds.

Hubert's inequality
2
aJ°k
j,k =oJ + k + Í

ÚK j Z
\üj
=0

shows that (b) implies (a). We shall show that (a) implies (c). In fact since

Y,Cj+kakaj =1

| Z ajxJ\2 dp(x)

as long as only finitely many a¡ are not zero, we have if H is bounded

Í

| Y ajXJ\2dp(x) = \\H\\ Z |a;|2,

and this holds whenever the power series is uniformly convergent on [—1,1],
If a¡ = rJ (0 < r < 1) we conclude
1 dp(x)
Ltíl-rx)2
/-

and so

|| H ||
= 1 - r2
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Ml) ~Kr) < f1 dp(x) ^ j H ||
(1 - r2)2

= Jr (1 - rx)2 = 1 - r2 '

Ml)-Kr) Û21|H H(1-r),
and a similar inequality holds for M—'") —M—1) •
The next lemma, which we state in a general Hubert space setting, will enable
us to pass from H to a more convenient (integral) operator with similar spectral
properties.
Lemma 3.1. Letff and ¿F be Hubert spaces and Ta continuous linear transformation from Jí? into st with dense range. Define the positive self-adjoint
operator A on ¿F by the bilinear form

(Ax,y) = (Tx,Ty)

and define Ä on T(Jt) by Ä(Tx) = T(Ax). Then Ä is well defined, extends to
a bounded positive operator

on Jf,

and the spectral

subspaces

,sfflxof A and

Jix of Ä are related by

Jtx = TJtx
at every point of continuity of the spectral family ofÄ. In addition A is completely
continuous if and only if Ä is.
Proof.

Ä is well defined since it follows from the definition of A that Tx = Tx'

implies Ax = Ax'. If x = Tx then

||1jc||2 = (ÄTx,ÄTx)

= (7\4x,TAx)

= (A3x,x) = |,4||2G4x,x)

= ||/t|2|je|2.

(We have used the fact that A3 = || A 12A in the usual partial ordering of the
bounded self-adjoint operators on Jif.) Therefore Ä extends to a bounded oper-

ator on $. If Jc= Tx and y = Ty then

(Äx,y) =(TAx,Ty)

= (A2x,y)

and since A is self-adjoint and T(^f) is dense in 3?, the extended Ä is self-adjoint.

Let Ex be the spectral family of Ä. This may be defined by

Ex = sup{Ê:ÊÀ=ÂE^XE}
where the Ë denote projections. At any point of continuity of Ex we also have

Ex = inf{E±:EÄ= ÄE= XE}.
Since Jix is invariant under A, TJlx is invariant under Ä. Moreover if jce TJ(X,
say if Jc= Tx with x e Jlx, then

(Äx, x) = (A2x, x) ^ X(Ax,x) = X(x,x).
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This shows that TJlxaEx(&)

= J(x. Similarly TJffcJPf.

spaces TJtx and TJtx are mutually orthogonal,
then also Ax e J(x and so

Now the sub-

since if xeJix

and ytJix

(Tx,Ty) = (Ax,y) = 0.
In addition TJtx + TJi_t = T(Jlx + J(x ) = T(3f), which is dense in &. It
follows that TJ(X and 7L#f are orthogonal complements of each other so the
inclusion TJ(\ <=■
Ji\ , which we have already seen, gives TJix =>~SX. This,
together with the inclusion TJtx <=■
Jtx, shows TJix = J(x.
Finally, A is completely continuous if and only if Jix is finite dimensional
for each X > 0, and similarly for Ä. Since TJix = Jtx*~, it is immediate that Ä
is completely continuous whenever A is. The converse would also be immediate
if Twere one-one. Thus if Jf is the null space of Tand Ä is completely continuous
then A when restricted to J/~x is completely continuous. But since A vanishes
on Jf, A itself is completely continuous.
To see what the lemma does for us, assume that H is a bounded Hankel matrix.
Take for ^f and JC the spaces l2 and L2(p) respectively. Then if«, b e l2 we have
00

(2)

(Ha, b) =

/»l

Z cJ+kakb¡ =
j,fc=0

( Z ajXj)( £ ¿yjc7)^(x).
J-1

The interchange of summation with integration is justified by Fubini's theorem
since Z |c/+fcafc/5y|< oo. If we take i = «we see that

T: a-» Z ajxi
is a continuous linear transformation from Z2 to L2(p). It follows from the
Weierstrass approximation theorem that T has dense range. Identity (2) shows
that the operator A of the lemma is just H. As for Ä, which we shall here call J,
we have whenever ael2,

J Ta = THa = Z xJ Z cJ+kak
j

k

= f Z xV+ta,dp(y)
J-l

j,k

Now let feL2(p) be arbitrary. Then / is the limit, in L2(p), of a sequence of
polynomials /„. Since J is continuous,

Jf(x) = lim Jf¿x) = lim f ' Än->oo

n-t«i

J-l1

xy

duOO.
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These limits are taken with respect to the norm of L2(p) but since

for each x in ( —1,1), we have almost everywhere (/i)

f1 Jk
P^-ydtiy).
J-iiThus J is the integral operator

on L2(p) with kernel (1 —xy) 1.

Theorem 3.2. The following are equivalent:
(a) H is completely continuous,
(b) Cj = o(fl) as j-* oo,
(c) Ml) —tix) = o(l — x) as x -> 1 and p(x) —p( —l) = o(l + x) as x-* —1.
Proof. We shall not give the proof of the equivalence of (b) and (c) ,which
is similar to the proof of the analogous part of Theorem 3.1.
Assume cJ = o(j~1). Then given e > 0 we can write c; = cj + c'J where all
but finitely many c'¡ are zero and where |c"| ^ z\(j + 1) for all j. Then
H = H' + H" where H' has finite rank and, by Hubert's inequality, || H" || ^ ne.
Thus H is completely continuous.
Finally assume H, and so J, is completely continuous. Let

/r(x) = (Ml)-Mr)r1/2Xri>r]«
(x = characteristic function). For any feL2(p)

j

/,(x)/(x)«>(x)|2 = WO-tir))'1

we have by Schwarz's inequality

jrdp(x) J \f(x)\2dp(x)

= J |/(x)|2dM*)^o
as r -* 1. (Note that /i is continuous at x = 1, by Theorem 3.1.) Thus/, converges
weakly to 0, and since J is completely continuous this implies Jfr converges
strongly (i.e. in the norm of L2(p)) to 0. Since

JfXx)= (MD- tir)T-1/2'

SEL > WD- ^r))m

[l^ti

Jr I" xy

Í — rx

we have

dtix)

J * Jfr(x)2dp(x)
= (Mi)- tir)) j ¡ (1 -

>(Mi)-Mr))2

rx)2 =

(1 - r2)2

Thus Ml) - tir) = o(í - r) as r -» 1, and similarly M- 0 - M~ 1) = o(l - r).
The remainder of this section is devoted to the determination of the rate of
convergence to zero of the eigenvalues of certain completely continuous H.
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This is accomplished by a change of variable that transforms J into a modified
convolution operator, for which there are available techniques. Suppose that p
is absolutely continuous and that / is an eigenfunction of J corresponding to
the eigenvalue X, so that

JL
J.

\f(x)\2 p.'(x)dx < °o,

(3)

1 f(y)ti(y) ■dy = Xf(x).
1 —xy

If we set
F(x) = [M(tanhx)]1/2 sechx/(tanhx)
then (3) is equivalent to
(• 00

|F(x)|2flx

< oo,

— 00

1/2
[M(tanh x)M(tanhy)~\'

¡:

cosh (x —y)

F(y)dy = XF(x).

Thus the eigenvalues of J, and so of H, are the eigenvalues of the integral operator on L2(—oo,oo) with kernel

[M(tanhx)/i'(tanh j)]1/2sech (x —y).
We shall write Xn(A) (n = 0,1,2, •••) for the nth largest positive eigenvalue of
a completely continuous self-adjoint operator A;N(s;A) will denote the number
of eigenvalues of A which exceed e. In both cases an eigenvalue of multiplicity
m is counted m times. The minimax characterization of the eigenvalues is

Xa(A)= inf

sup M^l.

(See, for example, [4], p. 237.) This has several well known and easy consequences
which we collect together as a lemma without proof.

Lemma 3.2. (a) // A1 ^ A2 then Xn(At)^ Xn(A2) and JV(£;^) ^ N(e;A2).
(b) // B is a self-adjoint operator satisfying || B | ^ 1 then Xn(BAB)^ X„(A)
and N(s;BAB) = N(e;A).
(c) kmi+mi(Al+ A2)^X„i(A1) + Xul(A2) and Nfa + £2;A, + A2) g NfaAJ
+ N(e2;A2).

What we are going to do now is find an asymptotic formula for

JV(e;[V(x) F(jO]1/2sech(x - y))
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under the assumption that V is well behaved and has support at least a half line.
This will be accomplished by dividing the x,y plane into three regions, and so
expressing the kernel as a sum of three kernels. All the eigenvalues of the first
kernel will be small. The eigenvalues of the second kernel will be dominated
by the eigenvalues of sech(x + y) on (0, oo) and these, we shall show are very
rapidly convergent to zero. The eigenvalues of the third kernel, the main contribution, will be estimated in terms of the eigenvalues of sech(x —y) on a finite
interval.
We shall use certain results of [7] (Lemmas 1 and 3 of §2) which can be stated
as follows. Given a positive number ô, let
M7T

2(1 - ô)'

7171

n

2(1 + Ô)'

y2

Then

and for some positive constant có

&

^(^^.-l^.^lj^l/exp^)

for sufficiently large n.
Lemma 3.3. For any ô > 0 there exists constants Aô and a.s such that whenever a > <xswe have, for all e > 0,

. ,. , ~. 2a

, _, 1 — <5

^ (1 + ô) -^sech
n

1-£

n

+ As,

N(e ; sech(x - y), 0 ^ x, y ^ a) ■:

^(l-^secir1
where sech 1u is interpreted
Proof.

Lti.e_,4á)

to be 0 if u > 1.

First a simple change of variable gives

N(£;sech(x-y),

O^x.y^a)

= Nie; -sech-(x - y), -l^x.y^l).

Now
/* 00

-

2 J-oo

so that if/eL2(-l,l)

ei?xsech-xdx

2

= 7rsech -I

and F(£) = flltP'f(x)dx,

a

we have
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J1 j ^seck^x-y)f(y)J(x)dydx = \ J°^sech^|F(í)|2</í
= 1

Z J-V2

|F(^)|2^

= 3 /_, £

+ isech%2
Z

K

J-00

|F(£)|2^

^^/O/W^x+.sech

?y2 ¡Jf(x)\2dx

Therefore by Lemma 3.2(a) and (5)
A„(sech(x - y), 0 = x, y = a) = e~ei' + Trsech

H*+

for sufficiently large n. If we choose
aô >

7t2

2c4(l + 5)

then we shall have for all a > as and sufficiently large n

2„(sech(x —y), O^x,

n

,

nn2

y ^ a) ^ --sech
1- ô
2a(l + <5)'

which gives the first of the desired inequalities. Similarly

\ fMsech^|F({)|2^^

\œchn-yi P

\F(Ç)\2dÇ

and so, by Lemma 3.2(a) and (4) we shall have for sufficiently large n

A„(sech(x—y), 0 ^ x, y :£ a) =-

n

1+ ô

,

sech

nn2

2a(l - Ö)'

and this gives the other inequality.
Next we prove the needed estimate for the eigenvalues of sech(x + >>)

(0,oo).
Lemma 3.4.

There are constants A,B such that for all s > 0

N(fi;sech(x + y), 0 ^ x, y < oo) < 41og£_1 + B.

Proof.

Let K2(x,y) be the iterated kernel
K2(x,y)

= j

sech(x + z) sech(z + y) dz.

This function can be extended to be analytic in the polycylinder | x | <%\2,
< 7r/2, so we have for 0 ^ x, y < n ¡2
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CO

K2(x,y)

=

Z aJtkxJyk
j,k = 0

where, for any R>2/n,
\aJik\^ARJ+k.

(Here and elsewhere we use the letter "A" to denote a constant, which will vary
with different occurrences of the letter.) We shall take R = 1 for simplicity. The

kernel
B-l

£

aJtkxjyk

j,k = 0

has rank at most n, and the operator on (0,1) with kernel
00

Z

aUkx'yk

j,k=n

has norm at most the square root of
fi 1/2

Jo

/• 1/2

Jo

oo

,2

Z aJikxiyk\ dydx = A2~2".

j,k=n

'

I

Therefore by Lemma 3.2(c)

X„(K2, 0 = x, y^^^A2~\
Next, we can write

K2(x,y) = 2 Z ±^Le-VJ+»*e-w+»y

.

j,k = oJ + K-+ i

Suppose /e h2(\, oo) and
/* 00

f(x)e-(2J+1)xdx

= 0,

j = 0,l,-,n-l.

J 1/2

Then
i* CO

f* 00

00

K2(x,y)f(y)f(xjdydx

= 2||/|2

J 1/2
1/2 J 1/2
1/2

Z e-°+fc + 1)
j,k
=n
j,k=n

g /le

2n\\ r\\ 2

It therefore follows from the minimax principle that
Xn(K2,i=x,y<oo)

= Ae-2n.

To put together into a single estimate for Xn(K2) the ones we have obtained,
let P be the projection operator on L2(0, oo) given by
* / = Z(l/2,oo) '/»
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P' the complementary projection operator
P f = Z(0,l/2) '/>
and K2 the integral operator on L2(0, oo) with kernel K2(x,y).

Then by Lemma

3.2(c)
X4n(K2)= X2n(PK2P' + P'K2P) + Xn(PK2P) + Xn(P'K2P').

We have shown
Xn(PK2P) = Ae-2n,

Xn(P'K2P') = A2~n.

Since the eigenvalues of the square of an operator are the squares of the eigenvalues of the operator, we have
X2n(PK2P' + P'K2P)2

= X2n(PK2P'K2P + P'K2PK2P')

= Xn(PK2P'K2P) + Xn(P'K2PK2P').

By Lemma 3.2(b)
Xn(PK2P'K2P) = UK2P'K2).
It is an easy fact that the set of nonzero eigenvalues of the product of two operators is independent of the order of the factors, so that

Xn(K2P'K2) = Xn(P'K2P').
Since K2 is positive (and it is for this reason that we have been considering K2
rather than sech(x + y)) we have
•^2 =

|| K-2 || ^2

which implies

P'KJP' = || K2 I P'.K2P'
and so by Lemma 3.2(a)

Xn(P'K22P')= I K2 I X„(P'K2P')= A2~\
Similarly
X„(P'K2PK2P') = Ae-2n,

and we deduce finally
A4„(K2)^(ÉrB

+ 2-n/2).

Since Xn(sech(x + y),0 = x,y < oo)2 = X„(K2) the desired inequality is immediate.

Lemma 3.5. Assume V(x) is locally integrable and nonnegative, monotonie
for large | x |, and tends to zero at ± oo . Let a(¿) denote the measure of the set

16
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{x:K(x)>£/tc}
and assume that as e -* 0, a(e) ~* °° and

Then as £->0

iV(£;[nx)K(y)]1/2sech(x-,))~ |

fy.y^-

(The condition <r(£)-» oo is equivalent to V having unbounded support. The
other condition on a, the ugly one, is actually very weak. It is not hard to see
for example, that if a is absolutely continuous and
lim o-(s)-4'3\<t'(e)\

Elogfi-1

s->0

exists, whether finitely or infinitely, then the condition holds.)
Proof. We assume first that V is bounded and monotonie in [0, oo) and in
(—oo,0], and we write V= Vt + V2 where V2 = 0 in (0,oo) and Vx = 0 in
(—oo,0). Let o¡(e) (i = 1,2) be the measure of the set where Vt exceeds e/n.
Let e,ö, a > 0. (Think of £ and 5 as small and a as large.) Let M be the smallest
integer such that Vt(Ma) á e/ro. (If Vt(x) > s/n for all x take M = 0.) We divide
the quarter plane x, y > 0 into 2M + 1 regions, M squares

Qk = {koc< x < (k + l)a, fax< y < (k + l)a},

0 ^ k < M,

one quarter plane
P = {x > Ma, y > Mol}
and M pairs of strips

Sk = {fax< x < (k + l)a, y > (k + l)a}

U{x > (k+ l)x,kx<y

<(k+

l)a},

0^fc<M.

Accordingly the kernel
K(1\x,y)

= [F1(x)K1(y)]1/2sech(x-j;)

is written as a sum of 2M + 1 kernels. Let us first estimate
N(n;Kw(x,y),

Sk).

By the monotonicity of Vx, and Lemma 3.2(b), this number is not decreased
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if first [y1(x)V1(y)]il2 is replaced by V(ka) and then Sk replaced by the union
of quarter planes

S'k= {x< (k + l)a,y > (k + l)a} U {x > (k +l)ct,y <(k + l)a}.
By the translation-invariant

nature of sech(x —y),

N(n ; V(ka) sech(x - y), Si)
= N(n;V(ka)sech(x-y),

{x < 0,y > 0} U {x > 0,y < 0}).

Now the second iterate of the kernel
sech (x - j>)[;((-oo.oMXío.ooOv)

+ X<o,oo)(*)X(-oo>o)0')]

is
K-2(x,y)xio,œ)(x)x(0,0o)(y) + K2(-x,

-y)x(-x,o)(x)X(-ao,o)(y)

where K2 is, as in the proof of the preceding lemma, the second iterate of
sech(x + y) on (0, oo). Therefore using that lemma we conclude that there are
constants A and B so that for all n > 0

N(n ; K(1)(x, y) ,Sk) = A log ^

+ B.

1

Consequently
M-l

,e

\

N(ÔE;K^(x,y),\Jsk) = Z^^K^y)^)
-.
MV(ka) + AM
tmM
^ A¿V\Z log-^—-

(6)

*=0

i>£

*AUï\og™
k=0

+ AM>
£

where A now depends on 8.
We consider next

N(n;K^(x,y),Qk).
It follows from the monotonicity of Vt that this number is not decreased if
[Kj(x) I7^)]1'2 is replaced by V(ka) and not increased if it is replaced by V((k+ l)a).
After having performed one of these replacements the resulting quantity is unchanged if Qk is replaced by 0<x<a,
0 < y <a, and so by Lemma 3.3 we
have, as long as a > a¿,

„ ,.

c. 2a

, _, (1 — S)e

N(n;Kw(x,y),Qk)

^(i-Äch-1

'n2

(1+ô)£

nV((k + l)a)

18
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On P we have \V(x)V(y)\112 ^ejk
and so the largest eigenvalue of
K(l)(x,y)xp(x,y) is at most s/n times the norm of the operator on (— 00,00)
with kernel sech(x —y), which is
J —c
/:

It follows that

sechxdx = 7t.

N(E,K(1\x,y),P)

= 0.

Now the M + 1 kernels K(1)xok,K(1)Xj>are mutually orthogonal, their sum
is a direct sum, so for any n the N(n) for the sum is the sum of the individual

N(r¡ys. Therefore

^(nb'x(1W),Ue*up)
9/v M_1

p

7c2 k = 1

nV(ka)

g (1 + ô) -2

Z sech"1 -¡¿-.

+ AM

and

jvlj-^.K'^^.uaup)
2a

£(l-á)^

M"2

p

Z sech"1-—f——¡-M.

rc2 t = o

7iF((/c+ l)a)

In the last sum we have dropped the term k = M —1 since, by the definition of
M, V(Moc)< e/jT. If we use these inequalities together with (6) and apply Lemma

3.2(c) we find

(1 + 5) % Z

712 t=0

sech"1-¡¿^

jr7(/ca)

+AM2,

*(>-r)c-«5?:--'afe-^-^T
where we have used the fact that logu-1 ^ sech-1 u. Now
M-l

£

g

Z sech"1
^
t =o
nV(ka)
=

pOi(e)/x

sech-1-—^r
+
nV(0) J0

, _,

Sech

£

-r-nrr

ttF(0)

1 f °°

+ -

a Ji

£

sech-1 —-—- dx
nV(x(x)

(T,(£X)■■■ dx.
,

(x2 — l)1'2

The last identity holds because each of the two integrals
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r(e) sechK-i -—^
ß dx,
a
n7(x)

Jo

19

r r^-t^tj
gi(^) dx
a
02 - 1)1/2

Ji

represents the area of the set in the first quadrant where F(x)sechj> > efn. Thus,
since M ^ a-1^^) + 1,

with a similar inequality holding in the opposite direction. Analogous inequalities

hold for the kernel
K(2\x,y) = [K2(x)K2O0]1/2sech(x->0.

Finally if we set
K(x,y) = [V(x) V(y)-] 1/2sech (x - y)

we have

\N(n + n';K) - [N(n;K(i)) + JV(t7;X(2))]|

^ N(r¡'; V(0)sech (x-y),{x

< 0,j> > 0} U {x > 0,j> < 0})

S Alog[V(0)ln'-\+B,
as we have seen before. Therefore

M1 + ^)(1+^Ji

(l^-l)^i/X + ^i-aJ-+1J+^l08i-

Now set
a = max[<T2 + a(5,cr(£)2/3(log£-1r1/3].

If a = 5

+ a¿ then (t(e) 5|/llog£

. Since

(this is an easy consequence of o(¿) ~* °°) we would have for small enough e

and ô

If a > ô~2 + aô then
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a = ff(£)2/3(log£_1r1/3

and our other assumption on (t(e) yields the same inequality. An analogous inequality holds in the opposite direction.
We have assumed that F was monotonie in [0, oo) and (—oo,0]. If now V
is an arbitrary function satisfying the conditions of the lemma we can find a
function V which agrees with V for sufficiently large x, say for |x| >/?, and
which is monotonie in [0, oo) and ( —oo,0]. We decompose the x,y plane into
the square | x | ^ ß, the two quarter planes
{x>ß,y>ß},
{x<-ß,y<-ß}

and the remainder. We now use arguments quite similar to ones already used

and find that

N((r^

+ 3<5)£;\-Hx)V(y)-]msech(x- y)}
^ ,,

^

2 rœ

= (l + 2ô)^l

a'(ex)

,

tt

1

(x^hy^ dx+Al0*-E

where o'(e) is the measure of the set where V'(x)> e/u . We shall not go through
the details. Since a'(e) g <j(e)+ 2ß we find that for sufficiently small ô and £

N ((r=J

+ 3<5)£;iV(x)V(y)f/2scch(x - y)j
^ „

,«

2

f °° o(sx)

The reverse inequality holds with <5replaced by —5 everywhere, and since ô
is arbitrarily small the assertion of the lemma follows.
We now have immediately the following result for the eigenvalues of Hankel
matrices.
Theorem 3.3. Assume p is absolutely continuous
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.5. Then

N(8;fl)~^i

and

V(x) = M(tanhx)

(x2-\yñdx-

Let us take as an example the matrix

H = ((j+k + a)-*-1),
where a # 0, —1, —2, ••■ and a > 0. If a > 0 we have

j,k = 0,l,2,-,
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335J>'~'K)"^

U + ay>+i

r(a-

and the theorem shows, after an elementary computation,
X„(H) = l/exp[(2an)1/27i

that

+ o(n1/2)].

If a < 0 but is not a negative integer then H is no longer positive, but the same
asymptotic formula holds since H is a matrix of finite rank plus a matrix

/0

0 \

I 0 H'J
where H' is of the same form as H but with positive a.
The preceding theorem gives us no information in case p is supported in a
closed subinterval of ( —1,1). In this case the Cj tend to zero exponentially as
; -> oo and it is easy to conclude that the same is true of Xn(H) as n -> oo. The
following theorem gives more precise information.
Theorem 3.4. Assume p' is bounded, vanishes outside the interval (a,b)
where —l<a<b<l,
and is bounded away from zero in every closed sub-

interval. Then

„-oo «

K

\

1-ab

)l

\\-ab)

where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind,
>ic/2

K(r) Proof.

f

(l-r2sin20)_1/2i/0.

The theorem follows easily from the special case where p' —X(„,by

Then
Xn(H) = A„(sech(x- y), tanh a ^ x, y ¿¡ tanh b)

= ¿„(jßsech^x - y), -1 £ *, y á 1)
where ß = \ (tanh b - tanha). The conclusion follows from Theorem II of [7].
One might wonder whether it is true that the asymptotic behavior of the c,
as j -* oo determines the asymptotic behavior of Xn(H) as n -> oo . Theorem 3.4
shows that it is not. If for example
/•1/2
•1/2

Cj =

/»1/2
fl/2

xj dx,
JO

then clearly c¡ ~ c/,

XJG
xJdx

Cj =
Jl/4

but the limits

lim - log y-
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are different for the two matrices. It really seems to be the behavior of the function
p, rather than the c;, which directly affects the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues.
The ideas of this section can be applied equally well to integral operators on
L2(0, oo) with kernels of the form k(s + t) where
/» 00

/c(s)=

e ~sxdp(x).

In analogy with the discrete case one can show that the operator is bounded if
and only if p(x) = 0(x) as x -» oo and p(x) — p(0) = 0(x) as x -* 0; the conditions for complete continuity are obtained by replacing the O's by o's. If the
operator is bounded then the map
/» 00

f(s) - Jo xsf(s)ds
is continuous from L2(0, oo) to L2(p), and if we apply Lemma 3.1 with
¿F = L2(0, 00),^ = L2(p), and T the above map, then A is just the integral
operator on L2(0,00) with kernel fas + t) and Ä is the integral operator on L2(dp)
with kernel (x + y) ~i. If p is absolutely continuous a change of variable shows
that this operator has the same eigenvalues as
\ß'(e2x)p'(e2r)\il2

sechfx - y)

on L2(—00,00), and one can easily obtain analogues of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
4. Finite Hankel matrices. We shall consider here certain limiting properties
of the finite Hankel matrices

HN = (cJ+k),

j,k = 0,l,—,N-l.

The Cj will be assumed to be nor.-negative throughout and the type of result obtained will depend on the behavior of the c¡ as j -» 00 . There will be four cases :

(i) Cj^oQ-1);
(ii) Cj ~ L(j) ¡j, L slowly varying and nondecreasing;
(iii) Cj ~L(J)j",L slowly varying and a > —1;
(iv) logCj/logj-»oo.
In cases (i) and (iii) it will be shown that the HN, suitably normalized, converge
in the uniform operator topology to a limiting completely continuous operator.
Since this implies that the spectrai family of these normalized HN converge uniformly to the spectral family of the limiting operator [4, p. 372], the limiting
behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors will have been determined. In case
(ii) we shall establish an asymptotic formula for the number of eigenvalues of
HN which exceed a constant times L(A7), and shall determine the limiting behavior
of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. In case (iv) we shall
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determine only the asymptotic behavior of the largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector.
First we prove a simple lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let AN be operators on Hilbert space, A a completely continuous operator. Assume that for any uniformly bounded sequence of vectors
{xN},xN -* x weakly implies ANxN-» Ax strongly. Then || AN —A || -> 0.
Proof. If the conclusion of the theorem were false there would exist a sequence
of vectors Xjywith | xN || = 1 such that

I (AN—A)xN|| +->0.
By choosing a subsequence if necessary we may assume that xN converges weakly
to some vector x. Then by our main assumption ANxN-» Ax strongly, and by
the complete continuity of A, AxN -» Ax strongly. Thus
\\(AN-A)xN\\^0,

which is a contradiction.
Let PN be the projection operator on l2 defined by
PiVla0> '",aJV-l

>a/v, '■'} = \ao, '">aN-i

,0, •••} •

If Cj = o(j-1) then the infinite Hankel matrix H is completely continuous (Theorem 3.2) and HN may be identified in an obvious way with PNHPN.
Theorem 4.1.
topology.

//

cJ = o(j~1) then PNHPN-+H

in the uniform

operator

Proof. If aN -> a weakly then PNaN -> a weakly (since PN -► identity strongly)
and the complete continuity of// implies that HPNaN -* Ha strongly. Consequently
also PNHPNax~+ Ha strongly and we may apply the lemma.
If X is an eigenvalue of HN with corresponding eigenvector {a0,•••,aiV_1}
then X is an eigenvalue of the integral operator on L2(0,1) with kernel

and has corresponding eigenfunction alNx-¡. Moreover all eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the kernel arise in this way and we may therefore consider the integral
operator as completely equivalent to HN. In case (iii), (NcN)~1 times this operator
converges uniformly.

Theorem 4.2. // c; ~ L(j)j" with L slowly varying
integral operator on L2(0,1) with kernel
CN

and a. > —1 then the

C[Nx] + [W)>]

converges in the uniform operator topology to the operator with kernel (x + y)".
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We first show that for any ö > 0 we have

(7)

L(JVx) < x~sL(N)

if Nx is sufficiently large. (Throughout the argument x and y will be confined
to the open interval (0.1).) We know that for sufficiently large u we shall have

L(u) < (1 + S)L(eu)
and so by induction
L(u)<(i+ô)"L(enu).

If we set n = [logx-1],

u = Nx we deduce

L(A7x)<x"áL(et,ogx"']JVx)

and so (7) holds for large Nx.
Next we show that for some constant A,
(8)

cñ1clNx-¡ + [Ny]^(x

+ yy~a

+ A

for all N,x,y.
It follows from (7) that if JV(x+ y) is sufficiently large,
/[iVx] +
<Ww>] _, (Ufx]
+ jNy-]\
[NylYL&Nx-]
+ [NyJ) <(x
cN

\

N

L(N)

+ y)fl-S

If JV(x + y) remains bounded then

CN

CN

Now let fN be a sequence of functions in L2(0,1) with \\fN||2 ^ 1 and fN ->/
weakly. It is easy to see that for each x > 0
CN C[NxJ+ lNyJ ~* (X + y)

uniformly in y. Therefore, for each x > 0,

I
= Jo' [^™
j\x

- (x + yy\fN(y)dy+ j\x + y)'fN(y)dy

+ yTf(y)dy.

But from (8), using Schwarz's inequality,

(1Cl™+imfN(y)dy \2
i Jo

cjv

C(x + y)2«-s>dy + A.
Jo
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If <5is chosen so that a —<5>—1 then the function on the right is integrable over
(0,1), and we can therefore use the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem

to conclude that
Jo

cÑ^im+imf^y) dy ->

Jo

(x + y)'f(y) dy

in L2(0,1). The theorem therefore follows from Lemma 4.1.
In case (ii) we can apply an entirely analogous argument, but since in this case
(x + y) _1 is not the kernel of a completely continuous operator Lemma 4.1 is
not applicable and we cannot assert (in fact we do not have) uniform convergence
of the operator with kernel c^1 clNxjnNfl to the operator with kernel (x+y)'1.
Of course we do have strong convergence, and this has some consequences [4, pp.
368-369] but they are of less interest than the consequences of uniform convergence.
For example little can be concluded about the limiting behavior of the largest
eigenvalue or its corresponding eigenf unction. We therefore use a different approach.
In the following theorem the hypothesis concerning the c¡ is stronger, but
not very much so, than that stated in (ii).
Theorem 4.3.

Assume that L(x) is absolutely

continuous in x ^ 0 and that

for large x,
xL(x)

Let c„ = L(n)(n + 1)"*. Then for any a in 0 < a < 1, N(naL(N);HN),
number of eigenvalues of HN which exceed naL(N),
to the area in the first quadrant bounded by
it

x = log N, L(ex) sech -y

is asymptotic

the

as JV->co

= a L(N).

Proof. If Lis changed on a finite interval then N(e;Hn) is changed by at most
a bounded amount and the same is true of the area described. Therefore we may
assume that L(x)(x + 1) _1 is nonincreasing throughout x3;0. If we denote
the eigenvalues of HN by XNj (0 ^ j < N) then we have for each positive integer tj,

V ,,

V

L(jn+j1)L(ji+j2)-L(j„_1+jn)

If in the sum on the right any one of the j's is restricted to be zero the resulting
sum is 0(L(N)n). Therefore if we use the well-known inequalities comparing a
series of monotone terms with a corresponding integral we obtain

zV
A*'"'

- r
JO

r

l{x"+x')l(xi+Xi)•••j**"-1+Xn)

Jo (*» + *l + l)(*l+*2

(9)

+ 0(L(Nf).

+ l)'"(x(1-.1+Xl, + l)

dx dx
1"

"
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Set
M(tu—,t„-ux)
_ L[(l + tjx - 1] - L[(l + fn-t)tn-2 - tjx - 1]L[(tt... t„_l + l)x]
(1 + h... ¡..¿fr
+ l)(f2 + l)-..(rll_1 + l)
Then if we define the new variables ij,".,*,,-!,*

by

xA + \ = it ••• ttx,
xn + \

=

I ^ k < n,

x,

the integral on the right side of (9) becomes

(10)

J

T J '"J Md,i-di--»'

where the inner n — 1-fold integral is taken over the region
0 g i1--rk_1x<A7

+ i,

l^/c<n.

Now given á > 0 there is a constant Xt so that

L(yx)^(l+y)sL(x),

y^0tx^Xu

Therefore if x ^ .X\ we have

M(tt,—,t„-ux)
< [l + fl]¿-[(l+f„-lK-2-tl]a[fl-t„-l+l]a
(1 + ÏX- *,_,)(*, + l)-(/„.1+l)

.y
W

= #(*!,-,*,_ t)I<x)",
say. If á is sufficiently small,
/»• 00

Jo

/» 00
/•

Jo

Ndt1---dt„-1

< oo,

Therefore given e > 0 there is a region Re whose complement (in 0 iS tk < oo)
R' is bounded and bounded away from the coordinate hyperplanes and such that

i ••■
S**

•••dí„_, <£.

Since L is slowly varying

there

is an

X2 so

that

whenever x 2; ^2,

(*»»—»<»-t)«*2 we have

L[(l + Ox-l]-

L[(l + «„-^-a

rá(i
- hx - l]L(i! - t„_l + l)x] i

+ £)L(x)n,

l £(1 - £)L(x)".
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Consequently if X = max(X1,X2),

1 *[■■■
j **■■■*.-.
^->r'"^f;v/(1,„...^^..fc.,
;x

x

Set

(11)
K}

/' = Jo
r... Jo
r_^-^-i_.
(i + h-t.-iHh

+ í)-0.-Í + 1)

Then we find

JT"*
/••■/-*.-*-•
g [(1 +£)/„ + £]

Ji

^-¿x.
•*

It is easy to see that

II* ! ~IM*~*~
is bounded as N -» oo, and so we conclude that the integral in (10) is at most
[(l+£)/n

+ 2£]jiW^dx

for large N. Similar reasoning shows that the integral is at least
'¡I

»V~v

[(l-£)2/„
+2£]Ji ^fdx;
the main difference here is that R„ must also be so chosen that the integral in
(11), extended over R' rather than 0 ^ tk < oo, is at least (1 - e)I„. If we use
the easy facts

then we obtain, recalling (9),
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+ o(L(Nr*j" îfiâ. dje).

If in the integral (11) we set

h = exp[2x,],
t2

= exp[2(x2-Xi)],

t»-i=

exp[2(x„_!

- x„_2)]

then we get
2/„ =

••■
J - 00
00

sechx1sech(x2

- x%)— 8Gch(xH-2 - x„-1)dxl---dxn^1,

J —
■ CO

which is the value at 0 of the ;i-fold convolution of sechx. This is the integral
over (—oo, oo) of the nth power of
f00

■

n

e'yxsechx dx —nsech -y.

J -00

*■

Thus

h= I i-l715^ ïrf dy=I {nSeCh
Ï*) d)>
and so (12) may be written
JV-l

i»JV

(»00

-

\B

1

This was proved for n = 2,3,--- and a somewhat simpler argument shows that
it holds also for n — 1. It follows that for any polynomial P without constant
term

•H"*J,^^

+ o \L(N)

Since by Hubert's inequality
||//iV||^7TmaxN.g2(;v_.)L(iV')
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we see that the quantities L(N)~1XNJ are bounded. The same is true of
L(A/)_1L(x)sechi7iy
(l^x^iV).
Given any bounded t interval, any a in
0 < a < 1, and any e in 0 < s < a we can find polynomials Pj, P2 without constant term so that on this interval

Pl(0áXc,ao)(0áP2(0,

Pli*)- PSf) £ «| <| + *<«-.,«+.)(*
M)•
Therefore we have

E X(m,«»m.N)~%,j)
á J J *<*.»>
(L^)sech
1-7dj/T
(13)

+ ^ß + oiD^N)-1^^-^
2 f
7TJt

r sechL-i/
,LW
l(a-E)j)-(-sech
I
L(x)

+ -

u-i/\a + £)-±-{-\
,L(A/)]dx—.
L(x) J x

The left side of the inequality is the number of eigenvalues which exceed naL(N)
and the double integral on the right side, which we call shall /, represents the
area described in the statement of the theorem.

We show next that

(14)

L(N)-' f ^-dx
Ji

x

= 0(1).

If L'(x) = 0 for arbitrarily large x, then, by our main assumption, L is constant
for sufficiently large x and both the left side of (14) and / are asymptotically
nonzero constants times log N. Assume therefore that L' is ultimately positive

and set

p(N) = inf{x:L(x) > l-^-L(N)}.
Then

, = ?. I" sech-1 ^-^
n J\
L(x)
.2
,_,
2a
^ - sech -.7i

fN

x
dx
—.

1 + a J P(N) x

Let A be so large that xL'(x)L(x)_1 is nonincreasing for x ^ A. Then if in
the integral J/x ~1 L(x)dx we make the change of variable y = L(x) we

obtain
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f^dx
Ja

[January

= [Lm Ux) dy

X

Jlía)
HA) xL (x)
Lm

L(x)

2L(JV) XL(X)

^-dx
Jon
p(N)

Ú 2L(N)

X

Jp(N)
Jp(N) X

Therefore J""x_ lL(x)dx = 0(IL(N)) and (14) is established.
For the remaining integral in (13) take £<a/2.

Then by the monotonicity

of L,
,

x UN)

{a-¿)W)>r

a

Now there is a constant A with the property that if a ¡2 < u < v then
sech_1u — sech_1y ^ A(v — u)1/2,

so the integrand in the last integral of (13) is at most

But if (a —e)L(N)/L(x) ^ 1 the integrand is zero. Therefore the integrand is at
most
1/2

[a - e)

/„X1/2

\aj

and so the last term in (13) is at most
As112log N

with a different A. If we use this, the fact that log N = 0(1), and (14), then we
obtain from (13)

z ^.«»(um-Xj)á a + o(i))/.

i =o

The opposite inequality can be obtained similarly and so the theorem is proved.
We have the following corollary, which was conjectured by Wilf [8].

Corollary.

For the Hilbert matrix

((j+k + ocT1),

j,k = 0,l,-,N-l,

1966]
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with a 7e 0, —1, —2, ■•• the number of eigenvalues

which exceed na (0 < a < 1)

is asymptotically

2

— log N sech

_,

n

a.

Let us return to a general Hankel matrix HN in case (ii) and consider the behavior
of the norm (largest eigenvalue) and corresponding eigenvector. As was mentioned
in the discussion preceding the statement of Theorem 4.3, the integral operator on

L2(0,1) with kernel
CN C[JVx]+ [IVji]

converges strongly to the integral operator with kernel (x + y) ~ \ an operator
with norm n. It follows easily that
Il LJ II

liminf H *| ^ re.
*_«, L(N)
Conversely

\H» U,
UN)

-

max (" + 1)cB¿2»-2

UN)

If either (n + i)c„ is nondecreasing for all n ^ 0 or L(N) ~* oo the right side will
approach n as N -> oo and we shall have || HN | ~ nL(N). However if
L(N) -* La, < oo
but L is not nondecreasing for all n we may well have lim inf || HN || > nLm.
(For example if c„ = n~1 for n > 0 then |HN\\^c0
— n for all iV.) Nevertheless
I HNI does approach a finite limit in this case, namely the norm of the infinite
Hankel matrix H. In any case let us set

n

X=

L unbounded,

I//Il
limL(iV)

L bounded.

Then X^.n and

UN)

•X,

N -* oo .

Let {aNJ} (0^j<N)
be the eigenvector of HN corresponding to its largest
eigenvalue || HN \\; we assume all aNj 3; 0 (as we may since the matrix has nonnegative entries) and the aNJ are normalized so that
¡v-1

Ñ £ a»,i
J =o
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We write
/v(x) = aNÁm
Theorem 4.4.

0 ^ x < 1.

Let é, be the smallest positive root of
¡.
n
Sin 7TÇ= -j ,

so 0 < ^ j. Then fN(x) converges to f(x) (a) uniformly in (ô, 1) for each ô>0
and (b) weakly in the sense that ¡lfN(x)g(x)dx -* §¿j(x)g(x)dx for all continuous

g, where

f(x) = Proof.

M)lMLrrJtátítiij)
ru,)"
x~ , ~' _y,*—r-H~»

J"<» r(I+i)r(f +f)

-xds.

The matrix equation
JV-l

2w cj + kaN,k=

|| "N \\aN,j

k=0

is equivalent to the integral equation

(15)

Jo

Now to prove the
subsequence {N"}
non-negative with
for 0 ^ x iS 1 and

cñV*] +[Wn<» dy = (NcN)~1\\HN\\fN(x).

theorem it suffices to prove that every sequence {N'} has a
for which the desired convergence holds. Since the fN are
integral one, we can find a function p(x) nondecreasing
a subsequence {N"} such that

Jo

g(x)fN-(x) dx ->

Jo

g(x) dp(x)

for any g which is continuous on 0 ^ x ^ 1. We shall henceforth write N for N".
Since for any x > 0, (x + y) _1 is continuous on 0 5â y ^ 1 and
ciV clNx-¡+ lNy-¡-> (X + y)

uniformly, we have

Jo

CJV C[Nx] + [HyV ¡l(y) dy

= Jof ' {^^
\

Cn

- -±-)fN(y)
dy+i1Jo x-¿-/«OO
dy
x+ y]
+ y

I'^-/«y).

1966]
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Since (Ncjv)-1!//,,! ->A it follows from this and (15) that

f(x) = lim fN(x)
JV-.00

exists for each x > 0 and that

(16)

f -J—dp(y) = Xf(x).

Jo

x + y

But since the fN are uniformly bounded on every interval (<5,1] (this follows from
(15), the uniform boundedness of Cj71c[jvx]
+ [iv,,]>and the fact that |/w ||t = 1) p is
absolutely continuous on (0,1] and p'(x) =f(x) there. We can therefore write (16) as

*0 + )-^

+ Í1lM-dy = Xf(x).

x

Jo x + y

But/eLt
implies that the integral on the left side is at most o(x_1) as x -» 0, so
that if MO + ) —MO) # 0 we would have Xf(x)$Lu
which is a contradiction.
Thus p is continuous at zero and

(17)

f l^Ldy
= Xf(x).
x -t- y

Jo

We know that fN(x) ->/(x) weakly. Uniform convergence on (6,1) follows from
the facts that /jv(x)->/(x)
boundedly and pointwise and that c^1 cÍNxj+[l,y¡
converges to (x + y) -1 uniformly for x ^ <5, 0 5Í y rg 1.
It remains to prove that/(x) is what it is claimed to be. Since J"0/(x)c/x = 1 we
can write (17) as

i'(ïTT-T>w=v(*>-èLet this identity, which holds for 0 < x ^ 1, be used to define /(x) for x > 1.
Then Xf(x) - x"1 is 0(x~l) for small x and 0(x"2) for large x. Let 0 < Ms < 1.
If we multiply both sides of the equation by xs and integrate with respect to x
over (0, oo ) we obtain

f (vw- 4)*"
*=-£**«£íhd*
= — n ese 7IS

f(y)ysdy,

the interchange of the order of integration being justified by Fubini's theorem. Set

*(s) = f

/(x)x5 dx,

i¡/(s)= Í

(Xf(x) - —\ xs dx.

Jo
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Then O is analytic in Ms > 0 and bounded in Ms ^ ô > 0 and *F is analytic is

Ms < 1 and bounded in Ms iS 1 —Ô < 1. Moreover
(X + K csc 7rs)<S(s) =-^(s).

The next step in this complex-variable solution of (17) is what is essentially the
Weiner-Hopf factorization of X + n csc ns. We have (recall the definition of £)

.

n

sin— (£+s)cos—

1 + -r CSC 7TS = -

X

¿

Z

(£-s)

. n
%
sin — s cos —- s

2

2

=r(MM'-T-TMr4-íMÍ44í
so

(D(s)

(4+tM*4*t)
.r(-4-TMM-i)(,_w)

-('-tMÍ-t)

(s

j'

The left side is analytic on ^s 2: i and is bounded as | s | -> oo ; the right side is
analytic on Ms ^ ¿, except for a simple pole at s = 0 with residue

"-"2r('-4)r(M).
and is bounded as | s | -> oo . Since also <J>(s)-> 0 as s ->■+ oo the two sides are
analytic continuations of each other and equal

in their respective domains of definition. Therefore 5> is found and the inversion
formula for the Mellin transform gives the desired expression for/(x).
Finally we consider case (iv), when the Cj tend to infinity more rapidly than any
power of/ In [6] we determined the asymptotic behavior as N -* oo of the largest
eigenvalue (norm) and corresponding eigenfunction of the integral equation
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Nk(x+ y)f(y)dy = Xf(x)

i

under the assumption that k increases rapidly and regularly. Quite analogously
one can treat the case of Hankel matrices. We shall only state the result here.
Let {aNJ} (0 ^ j ^ N) be the eigenvector of HN+l corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue |] F/jv-i-! |j, normalized so that
¡V

ajvj^O, Z af,j = i.
j =o

Theorem 4.5.

Assume c¡ is ultimately

increasing

and

cj~Lj-i

Then as N -* oo we have
C2N

nN+l

||

C2N ~ C2N-2

C2N ~ c2N-2)

J'=0

1/2

-1/2

C2j

•0.

L
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